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books by Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers. The whodunit
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the plots, characters, and settings. A pastime transformed into a
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compulsion that led to—well, this job at Kirkus Reviews, among
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other literary pursuits.
In this, our first-ever Crime Supplement, we survey the year in crime fiction and nonfiction for
adults and young readers. Our editors have selected 22 of our

investigations.
Agatha Christie

sleuths—was the U.K.’s fastest-selling crime debut of all time. Now the residents of
Coopers Chase are back in The Man Who Died Twice (Pamela Dorman/Viking, Sept. 28),
and Osman explains how he came to set the series in a retirement home and why the
comparisons to Christie are so gratifying.
Elsewhere we check in with Nancy Springer (Page 20), creator of Enola Holmes,
Sherlock’s inquisitive younger sister. Enola stars in seven mysteries for young readers—
the most recent is Enola Holmes and the Black Barouche (Wednesday Books, Aug. 31)—as
well as a Netflix film starring Millie Bobby Brown.
In the department of true crime, we interview Sonia Faleiro (Page 12), whose The
Good Girls (Grove, Feb. 9) looks at the murders of two young girls in a remote Indian village, a case that became a viral social media sensation. On Page 15, Elon Green recounts
how he stumbled on a forgotten series of gay murders in 1990s Manhattan; they formed
Finally, fiction editor Laurie Muchnick pays tribute to crime novelist Charlotte
Carter (Page 23). Carter’s Nanette Hayes mysteries, featuring a young Black American
jazz musician, are being reissued by Vintage, and they’re ripe for rediscovery.
We hope this supplement feeds your own compulsion for crime literature.
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When Lori Doody’s earnest Mr. Beagle
takes on the mystery of a book-stealing
cat burglar, he learns the perils of species
profiling and the benefits of restorative
justice. Read the review on p. 17.
Don’t wait on the mail for reviews! You can read pre-publication reviews as
they are released on kirkus.com—even before they are published in the magazine.
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fiction

SCORPION

RAZORBLADE TEARS

Cantrell, Christian
Random House (336 pp.)
$27.00 | May 25, 2021
978-1-984801-97-5

Cosby, S.A.
Flatiron Books (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Jul. 6, 2021
978-1-250-25270-8

A CIA analyst hunts an erudite assassin across a high-tech world.
Quinn Mitchell is wounded: by the
accidental death of her child, by her
estrangement from her husband, by
her deflated self-confidence and loneliness. But even wounded as she is, she is CIA Deputy Director
Townes’ best analyst, and when an analyst is needed to assist
Interpol in catching the Elite Assassin, she is the choice. This
establishes one plotline, but there’s much more going on. The
assassin Ranveer, a gentleman of impeccable taste and manners, globe-hops from job to job on Emirates Airlines, kills in
a variety of high- and low-tech ways, and leaves each victim
marked with a four-digit identifying number. He is revered and
respected by all. Quinn’s job is to try to find a pattern, or patterns, in his methods, travel, numbering, anything that might
shape an AI analysis—and she has some success. Sent into the
field, she gets close to him but is always a tantalizing step or two
behind. Meanwhile, researchers, in particular physicist Henrietta Yi, a CIA contract employee, are attempting to decipher
a coded message discovered in the Large Hadron Collider that
appears to have come from the future. When Quinn traps Ranveer, the assassin reveals that he has deciphered the message
and that in fact it’s a set of instructions to assassinate specific
individuals, sent from the future, apparently to avert or suppress misery and chaos then. The CIA is aware of this, and Ranveer, though not an employee, is acting in their interests. But it
turns out there are crosscurrents in the future, too, and Dr. Yi
may have something to say about the CIA’s tendency to aid and
abet established interests. All this takes place in an only slightly
futuristic world that snaps and bristles with technological capabilities that may seem distant or improbable but which are in
fact just around the corner. (Cantrell is a software engineer as
well as a writer, and he knows the territory). There’s snappy dialogue, sharp observation, and compelling characters in Quinn,
Ranveer, and Henrietta; the technology sings, the physics is
plausibly presented, and the suggestion of time travel fascinates.
A fast, fun, and intelligent SF thriller.
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A lean, mean crime story about two
bereaved fathers getting their hands
bloody.
Coming from the right author, genre
fiction has a rare capacity to touch on
any number of big ideas: love, death,

|

body is disgusting. Your second is tiresome. When you’re doing
your fifteenth it’s all muscle memory.” This is a bloody good
yarn with two compelling antiheroes you’ll root for from the
start, and not only because their enemies, or at least some of
them, belong to a White nationalist biker club with murderous
ways of its own. Lean and mean, this is crime fiction with a chip
on its shoulder.
Violence and love go hand in hand in this tale of two rough
men seeking vengeance for their murdered sons.

young readers

hatred, violence, freedom, bondage, and redemption, to name
just a few. Cosby’s latest fits the bill. Fast on its feet, by turns
lethal and tender, the story takes place in small-town Virginia,
though it could be the backwoods of a great many places. Ike
Randolph and Buddy Lee Jenkins, both ex-cons haunted by
their pasts, wouldn’t ordinarily mix, largely because Ike is Black
and Buddy Lee is White and a casual racist. But the two men
are tragically linked. Their sons were married to each other, and
they were murdered together, shot in their faces outside a fancy
Richmond wine store on their anniversary. The dads are both
homophobes, but they also love their sons, so when the police
investigation quickly stalls, Ike and Buddy Lee decide to crack
a few skulls on their own. Cosby gives us both the charge of
once-bad men getting back in touch with their wild sides and
the sad reluctance of relatively straight-and-narrow lives turning to vengeance. These old-timers have done bad, bad things,
and they’ve done the time to prove it. Now they’re ready to do
those things again in the name of a thorny father-son love that
neither man is quite comfortable with. Here’s Buddy Lee after
a long, hard night with his new friend: “Chopping up your first
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BEHIND THE BOOK

The Man Who Died Twice
The elderly retirement-home sleuths of The Thursday Murder Club
return in the latest from Richard Osman
BY CONNIE OGLE
Penguin Books

Now comes the sequel, The Man Who Died Twice
(Pamela Dorman/Viking, Sept. 28), in which the crime
enthusiasts at idyllic Coopers Chase Retirement Village in Kent find themselves embroiled in a couple
of fresh murders and a frantic search for missing diamonds.
Take-charge Elizabeth’s classified past is especially
crucial this time, as is her superior understanding of
the need to take precautions. (“There are lifts in all the
buildings, but Elizabeth will use the stairs while she
still can. Stairs are very good for hip and knee flexibility. Also, it is very easy to kill someone in a lift when
the doors open.”)
Retired nurse Joyce has made a few poor choices involving Instagram, but the mind she hides under a genial exterior is as sharp as ever. Firebrand Ron, a fighter
in his labor union days, is more than willing to avenge
an assault on gentle psychiatrist Ibrahim, who can’t
shake the fear of his own fragility.
Despite the wide gulf between the demands of TV
work (collaborative) and writing (solitary), Osman,
who wrote the new book during lockdown, revels in
both parts of this new discipline.
“I love being surrounded by great people who do
a different job and do it brilliantly, and you get a result that is better than the sum of its parts,” he said.
“I thought I would find it difficult to be alone, but I
didn’t. I enjoyed that time by myself. And when the
book is written, and you’re doing interviews and marketing, you’re back on a team again.”
A former journalist, Osman always knew he wanted to write books. The idea presented itself during a
visit to his mother’s bucolic retirement home: What if
there was a murder here? Natural, perhaps, for an avid
reader of crime novels and mysteries, in particular Agatha Christie, whose novels are a touchstone.
“It’s fascinating. The book has been sold in so many
countries and become a bestseller in Germany, in Por-

When British comedian, TV host, and producer
Richard Osman decided to write a book, he didn’t ask
an agent or editor if focusing on retirement-home residents was a good idea.
He just wrote it.
Happily, despite the fact that the elderly are dismissed in much of modern pop and literary culture,
70-something is the new black. Osman’s The Thurs
day Murder Club, about a wily group of elderly amateur
sleuths, was published in September 2020, the perfect
moment to tap into the collective need for a distracting puzzle, clever humor, and familiar settings (never
underestimate the appeal of a quaint English village
that harbors a murderer or two).
The Thursday Murder Club swiftly became the fastest-selling U.K. crime debut of all time, hitting the
million-sales mark in March. Osman, host of BBC’s
Pointless, was recently named Author of the Year at
the British Book Awards, and the novel, which has
remained in the top 10 on U.K. bestseller lists since
it was published, has found an eager audience in the
U.S., too.
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tugal, in China, and there’s not a country where they
don’t mention Agatha Christie. I’m obviously over the
moon about that. She’s the absolute best.”
As entertaining and witty as the books are, though,
Osman injects a poignant reality, showing glimpses of
the nursing home wing at Coopers Chase as a reminder that most residents will end up there. He uses Ibrahim’s assault at the hands of a budding criminal to reflect the physical vulnerability that comes with aging.
“I’m aware that these books are called ‘cozy’ and
that they have laughs, but I really do want to write
about the real world, too,” he said. “I don’t want the
characters to live in an imaginary world where there
are no consequences and no grief and no pain. I want
the world to be present.”
He also wants life’s bright side to be present, too.
“We live in a divisive world, where all sorts of people are trying to pit us against each other. I wanted to
point to the decency of humanity, where kind, empathetic people are strong role models. I want to show a
world that exists and most people are very decent and
kind.”
A fan of Dennis Lehane, Michael Connelly, and Ian
Rankin, Osman said he’d love to one day write a more
hard-boiled crime novel, with a professional detective
in the leading role. As for growing old himself? He’s
not worried.
“I talk to my mum a lot,” he said. “She says, ‘I feel 32
in my head.’ Listen, we’re all going to be around more
grief and frailty and understand mortality in a keen way
as we get older, but our brains and personalities don’t
change after a certain age. We are who we are. At 75, I’ll
be identical to how I am now. And if I find myself living in a place like Coopers Chase and have friends like
the Thursday Murder Club, I think I’ll be happy.”

THE CAPTIVE

Foster, Fiona King
Ecco/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-299097-6

young readers

A woman is challenged to protect her
family—and her previous history—in
this remarkable debut.
Brooke lives on a secluded cranberry
farm with her husband, Milo, and their
two daughters, 13-year-old Holly and
8-year-old Sal. It’s a hard life in a rural secessionist state, but they
have a home and each other. Then, during Brooke and Milo’s
overnight trip to a town auction, a fugitive’s bounty is announced
publicly, and Brooke recognizes the escapee’s name—Stephen
Cawley. Her immediate reaction is palpable: shock, panic, and
a rush of fear-fueled adrenaline. It’s clear that Brooke has dark
secrets and that she’ll do just about anything to keep them hidden: “Deep down, Brooke knew she had no right to this life….
She should have run farther in the first place.” An altercation
back on the cranberry farm quickly confirms the presence of
danger, and Brooke takes life-threatening matters into her own
hands, setting out with her family across a bleak and unforgiving landscape. With this part–feminist Western, part–dystopian
odyssey, part just plain-old nerve-jangling thriller, Foster does
a terrific job of maintaining the page-turning pace of her narrative—and of Brooke’s angst-ridden story. The action is full
of (often violent) surprises, and the plot exposes one secretive
layer after another, embedding a highly contemporary feel to
the tale despite its futuristic setting.
Packed with heart-stopping misadventures, this novel
makes outdoor challenge–style outings look like a walk in the
park.

VELVET WAS
THE NIGHT

Connie Ogle is a writer in Florida. The Man Who Died
Twice received a starred review in the July 15, 2021, issue.

Moreno-Garcia, Silvia
Del Rey (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-35682-1
An enforcer and a secretary search
for a missing student in this explosive
noir novel set in 1971 Mexico.
“Life’s a mess.” That’s the motto of
Elvis, a 21-year-old man working as an
enforcer for the Hawks, a government-sponsored black-ops
group whose mission is to spy on, suppress, and harass left-wing
protesters and activists. Elvis is in thrall to the group’s leader, El
Mago, a mysterious but charismatic figure: “He was Elvis’s god,
but a dark god. The god of the Old Testament, that, as a good
Catholic boy, he’d learned to fear.” El Mago gives Elvis an assignment: Find a young college student named Leonora who’s gone
missing along with some photos El Mago desperately wants.
Elvis’ search leads him to a 30-year-old legal secretary named
|
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“Delightfully irreverent and so very entertaining.”
suburban dicks

SUBURBAN DICKS

Maite who agreed to feed Leonora’s cat while she was gone and
who is herself looking for Leonora. Moreno-Garcia follows both
Elvis and Maite, who have a few things in common—they’re
both avid readers, with Maite favoring romance magazines in
particular, and they’re both suckers for old crooner-style music.
They’re also both somewhat lonely, with Elvis’ only friend in
the group out of commission after having been attacked at a
protest and Maite despairing about ever finding a boyfriend. As
they separately search for the missing Leonora and Elvis keeps
an eye on Maite, they encounter a host of leftist activists, artists, secret police officers, a charming antiques store owner, and
more, as their paths come ever closer to crossing. It’s hard to
describe how much fun this novel is—Moreno-Garcia, whose
Mexican Gothic (2020) gripped readers last year, proves to be just
as good at noir as she is at horror. The novel features memorable characters, taut pacing, an intricate plot, and antiheroes
you can’t help but root for.
A noir masterpiece.

Nicieza, Fabian
Putnam (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-593-19126-2

From the co-creator of Deadpool:
Two unlikely suburban misfits team up
to solve two very real murders in “a small
American town rife with racial and cultural prejudice.”
Kenneth Lee peaked early as a
reporter when he broke a major sex scandal; unfortunately,
those glory days are far behind him. Andrea Stern, once an
up-and-coming FBI profiler responsible for catching a serial
killer, is now hugely pregnant with her fifth child and spends
her days toting her other four kids to and from the train station
to drop off and pick up her commuter husband. When Andrea
pulls into a gas station parking lot and happens upon a murder
scene—the victim was Satkunananthan Sasmal, who’d been
pumping gas—her sharp eyes and analytical brain instantly register some key details. A few days later, after a chance encounter
with some Indian American women who lay out the realities of
racism in the community—they can’t even get their requests to
put pools in their backyards approved, much less count on the
cops to solve a murder—Andrea is hit with an idea that takes
her deep into the local records. She teams up with Kenny, whom
she knew when they were teenagers, and soon they’re uncovering bones from a decades-old murder that is directly related to
the recent shooting. Along the way, Andrea discovers how much
she loves using her brain for something other than planning her
children’s schedules, and Kenny reestablishes his willingness to
do whatever he can to break a major story. (As Andrea says, “He
was a dick, but he was good at it.”) The obvious play on dicks
really sums up the tone of the novel. Satire is hard to establish
and even harder to maintain, but Nicieza flawlessly critiques
the pervasiveness of suburban racism, the challenge of stay-athome motherhood, the toxic culture of White masculinity, and
the self-aggrandizing role of the media, and he does it with a
pair of completely flawed yet appealing characters and a diverse
cast of voices.
Delightfully irreverent and so very entertaining.

THE THERAPIST

Paris, B.A.
St. Martin’s (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Jul. 13, 2021
978-1-2502-7412-0
Having just moved to London with
her partner, a woman seeks to discover
the truth behind the murder/suicide of
her home’s previous occupants.
Alice is a 35-year-old freelance translator who has recently uprooted herself
from her cottage in Harlestone and moved to London to live
8
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supposed icebreaker game contains accusatory secrets; the
lodge’s electrical power proves iffy; food supplies vanish, not to
mention knives; and windows are left mysteriously open. The
sometimes-grisly action has a palpably visual immediacy to it—
it comes as no surprise that this debut novel has already been
picked up for television—while the mostly breakneck pace of
the narrative lags only on occasion.
This suspenseful debut thriller by a former freestyle snowboarder contains both style and substance.

young readers

full time with Leo, her long-distance partner of a year and half.
They were previously able to see each other only on weekends,
and this move is supposed to be the start of the rest of their
lives. Upon moving into The Circle—as their gated cul-de-sac
of 12 houses is called—things just seem a little off, and Leo
doesn’t want Alice getting involved with the neighbors or inviting them over. But invite them she does, and Maria and Tim,
Tamsin and Connor, Eve and Will, and Cara and Paul all accept
her invitation on the neighborhood group chat to join her and
Leo for drinks in their garden. But when Alice discovers that an
uninvited guest—a man she’d thought was Tim—has shown up
and then disappeared without anyone else seeing him, her hackles are raised. And then she discovers that her home’s previous
occupant—Nina, a therapist with the same name as her own
beloved dead sister—was brutally murdered in the house and
that Nina’s husband, Oliver, killed himself when he was arrested
for the crime. Alice is determined to get to the bottom of the
murder and discover just what her neighbors in The Circle are
hiding. Author Paris has done a masterful job of upping the
creep factor in this volume, hinting at the secrets that everyone
is hiding and peeling back, layer by layer, the story of what happened to Nina and Oliver as Alice goes through her day-to-day
life and struggles to make new friends and deal with her suspicions. As in her other books, Paris has created complex, flawed
characters who grapple with death, obsessions, and fear as they
try to live their lives.
This enthralling book is a mystery, a thriller, and an exploration of how trust—or the lack of it—can color relationships.

SHIVER

Reynolds, Allie
Putnam (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-18783-8
Deep in the breathtaking winter
bleakness of the French Alps,
revenge—and perhaps even murder—is
most definitely afoot.
In a remote, off-season snow lodge,
five former friends—Curtis, Milla,
Brent, Dale, and Heather—gather for a weekend reunion, but
from the get-go, it’s unclear which of them is actually behind
the invitations. They’re encouraged by a teasing note to disengage from their phones, but when their phones disappear, they
realize they are completely cut off from the rest of the world.
The action in this disturbing thriller shifts between the presentday reunion and a time, 10 years earlier, when four of these five
were professional snowboard competitors along with several
others, including Curtis’ sister, Saskia. The outlier, Heather,
was a bartender who became Dale’s girlfriend. At that time, a
tragic accident and Saskia’s disappearance put a damper on
their burgeoning clique, which had already been slightly riven
by an underlying element of sinister malevolence. Now, the
five leftovers (so to speak), trapped in their present-day snowbound digs, find it harder and harder to trust one another: A
|
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THE SECOND
Race and Guns in
a Fatally Unequal
America

BLOOD GUN MONEY
How America Arms
Gangs and Cartels

Grillo, Ioan
Bloomsbury (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-63557-278-0

Anderson, Carol
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-63557-425-8

The author of White Rage (2016)
returns with a powerful consideration of
the Second Amendment as a deliberately
constructed instrument of White supremacy.
“The Second is lethal,” writes Emory historian Anderson:
“steeped in anti-Blackness, it is the loaded weapon laying around
just waiting for the hand of some authority to put it to use.”
In 1906 in Atlanta, where Emory is located, one such use was
made when a White mob attacked Black businesses and neighborhoods in a kind of mass lynching. “Let’s kill all the Negroes
so our women will be safe,” yelled one instigator. When armed
Black citizens responded, the Georgia government immediately sent in the cavalry, not to protect the neighborhoods but
to suppress what was tantamount to a modern slave revolt. And
it was precisely to suppress revolts, Anderson argues, that the
“well-regulated militia” language of the Second was formulated.
Militias and slave patrols were one and the same in several
Southern colonies and then states, and only Whites could enlist,
meaning that only Whites were legally allowed to carry firearms.
Indeed, as Anderson carefully documents, many states specifically forbade Blacks from owning or carrying firearms, even
after emancipation. Many leaders in the Southern states were
fearful because of the success of the Haitian revolution, which,
though inspired by both the French and American revolutions,
also extended suffrage and political power to free Blacks. The
Second Amendment, writes the author, helped reinforce the
Constitution’s “three-fifths” clause, a means of disempowering Blacks politically forevermore. Today, the racial component of the Second is starkly revealed in police shootings and
the National Rifle Association’s reticence to defend Black gun
owners and police victims even while leaping to the defense of
17-year-old Kyle Rittenhouse, whose attorneys tellingly claimed
that he was a member of a “well-regulated militia.” Writing
evenhandedly and with abundant examples, Anderson makes a
thoroughly convincing case.
An urgent, novel interpretation of a foundational freedom
that, the author makes clear, is a freedom only for some.
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An eye-opening investigation of the
relationship among gun violence and
the drug and arms trades, all closely
connected.
British journalist Grillo, who has worked the Latin America
beat for more than two decades, begins with the trial of “El
Chapo” Guzmán, who was extradited to New York to stand trial
for running narcotics into the U.S.—$14 billion worth, by prosecutorial claim. Yet, as the author shows, Guzmán was more than
a mere drug lord: “He would be seen as a war criminal if it were
to be understood as a war.” The weapons that he bought and sold
formed a large branch of the “iron river” that flows between the
legal and illegal arms trades, a river defended by the National
Rifle Association and Second Amendment fundamentalists
everywhere even while enriching people like Guzmán. In this
lively and incisive report, the author demonstrates that even as
guns overrun the U.S., at least there are some checks on crime;
most Latin American governments “cannot contain the guntoting gangsters.” The author, a diligent and courageous investigator, traces the vehemence of some of these gun supporters
to a larger anti-government ethos—e.g., biker gangs such as the
Mongols are at war with both law enforcement and the Mexican
Mafia. Drug runners are not always killers, Grillo notes; looking
closely at Baltimore street gangs, he observes that “a small hardcore group is behind most of the bloodshed.” The real bad guys
are political operatives and dealers, such as the Reagan administration officials who supplied the Salvadoran army with more
than 260,000 hand grenades that now turn up in turf wars, 300
thrown in a single 2010 intergang battle in Mexico alone. Legalizing some drugs and tightening controls on gun sales, notes the
author, will lessen the violence but won’t contain it all: “Claiming we can abolish the entire drug trade through enforcement is
an unhelpful fantasy.”
Vigorous on-the-ground reporting and a big-picture view
combine to make this a jarring portrait of clear and present
danger.

kirkus.com
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“An accomplished, unsettling look at a confounding crime
and larger issues of memory, culpability, and punishment.”
two truths and a lie

THE OFFICER’S
DAUGHTER
A Memoir of Family and
Forgiveness
Johnson, Elle
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-06-301132-8

TWO TRUTHS AND
A LIE
A Murder, a Private
Investigator, and Her Search
for Justice
McGarrahan, Ellen
Random House (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8129-9866-5

Vivid re-examination of a puzzling
double murder.
Journalist and private investigator McGarrahan’s debut is
an engrossing, authoritative fusion of true crime and memoir.
|

young readers

Powerful reflections on crime, murder, punishment, and redemption.
Johnson, a writer and producer for
HBO’s Bosch, among many other crime shows, opens on a harrowing
note: “When I was sixteen, my sixteen-year-old cousin, Karen, had
her face blown off at point-blank range by a sawed-off shotgun in a
robbery gone awry at a local Burger King in the Bronx.” That terrible crime occurred nearly 40 years ago, and though it never faded
from memory, it was made immediate by a letter from the victim’s
older brother asking that Johnson make a plea to the parole board
to ask that the killer not be released from prison: The author knew
a thing or two about imprisonment and the parole process: Her late
father had been a parole officer, which he called “the worst job in
the world,” while the victim’s father was a police officer at the time
of the murder. The three young men who were implicated in the
crime, all imprisoned—and lucky for them, Johnson suggests, lest
her father and uncle have tracked them down and killed them outright—had arrived at various stages of repentance. One had pledged
to make his life virtuous to atone for the act while the actual shooter
presented a more problematic case. “In ten parole hearings over
the course of fourteen years,” writes Johnson, “he never once said
the words ‘I’m sorry.’ He forgave himself, but he had never asked to
be forgiven. I didn’t forgive him. I couldn’t.” The outcome of this
poignant and provocative story arrives after numerous compelling
twists and turns and many revelations, including the fact that the
scenario of her cousin’s killing was very different in reality from the
one she had remembered for all these years. Still, the central truth
remains: A young woman who would now be in her mid-50s has long
been dead, her killers live, and Johnson is left to ponder whether—
and how—justice has been served.
A remarkable exploration of forgiveness by a veteran
storyteller.

She has a particular connection to the grisly crime at is center,
which she portrays in a chilling prologue. In 1990, as a young
reporter for the Miami Herald, she witnessed the execution of
Jesse Tafero, convicted with his girlfriend, Sunny Jacobs, in the
1976 slayings of two police officers during a roadside stop. Their
convictions were based on the testimony of Walter Rhodes,
who recanted and changed his story numerous times, which
led to Sunny’s release—and celebrity following the case’s dramatization in the play and movie The Exonerated. Haunted by
questions about Tafero’s possible innocence, McGarrahan took
a leave of absence to review the case. During her investigation,
she was able to link Tafero, Sunny, and Rhodes to a startling web
of South Florida criminality, including mysterious mob deaths,
celebrity jewel thieves, a violent drug gang, and even tales of
“men forced to dig their own graves in the Everglades.” McGarrahan interviewed Jacobs and tracked down Rhodes, by then
a fugitive, in a tense encounter: “He knew about the murders,”
writes the author, “the blood monolith suddenly in the center
of my life again.” Throughout, she maintains tension by connecting the case’s labyrinthine backstory to her own life of wanderlust and detection, portraying her exasperated husband as a
source of solidity and her PI career as an enigmatic motivation
for grappling with the ugly mystery of the murder. She eventually makes a conclusion about the case after a full consideration
of available evidence, including talks with the state’s attorney
and surviving eyewitnesses. Although her reflections are occasionally redundant, McGarrahan captures a keen sense of place
and the significance of the entire ordeal.
An accomplished, unsettling look at a confounding crime
and larger issues of memory, culpability, and punishment.

HALFWAY HOME
Race, Punishment, and
the Afterlife of Mass
Incarceration

Miller, Reuben Jonathan
Little, Brown (352 pp.)
$29.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-316-45151-2

Imprisonment is a nightmare—and
it’s only the beginning of the state’s punitive powers.
A professor at the School of Social Services Administration
at the University of Chicago, Miller introduces us to psychologist Winston Moore, a Black man who ran Chicago’s jails in the
1960s and ’70s and chided Black people for tolerating criminals
in their midst. The author points out that 40% of the incarcerated population in the U.S. are Black men and women, and 84%
are poor. “It is clear to anyone paying attention,” writes Miller,
“that the legal system does not administer anything resembling
justice but instead manages the nation’s problemed populations.” It’s also part of a “lineage of control” that extends back to
slavery and the Jim Crow South. Mass incarceration has grown
dramatically since Moore’s day, owing to such race-targeted
programs as the war on drugs. But that’s only the beginning, for
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Sonia Faleiro
The author discusses The Good Girls and the deaths of two children
that shocked the world
BY ANJALI ENJETI
Jonathan Ring

On the morning of May 28, 2014, the bodies of two cousins—Padma, age 16, and Lalli, 14—were found hanging from
a mango tree in their tiny village of Katra Sadatganj in Uttar Pradesh, India. When the Shakya family refused to allow
the authorities to bring down their girls’ bodies, reporters
flooded the scene. Photos of Padma and Lalli were posted to
social media, where they went viral. Were the girls raped and
murdered by members of a rival caste? Were their fates the
result of an honor killing by the men in their own families?
The deaths of two poor, low-caste girls in rural India, which
would have otherwise gone unnoticed, soon captured the
attention of the world.
London-based journalist Sonia Faleiro, who traveled to
Katra for four years from 2015 to 2019, seeks to understand
how and why the girls died in her new book, The Good Girls:
An Ordinary Killing (Grove, Feb. 9). Of course, nothing was
ordinary about Padma and Lalli (Faleiro does not use their
12
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real names). As the author makes clear, they were radiant,
adventurous, and hardworking best friends who were beloved by their families.
I spoke over the phone with Faleiro. The conversation
has been edited for length and clarity.
You were deeply affected by the 2012 gang rape of
23-year-old medical student Jyoti Singh on a bus in
New Delhi. How did that crime and her subsequent
death lead you to write The Good Girls?
I didn’t know Jyoti Singh, but I was shattered by her death.
I was always scared as a young woman growing up in
Delhi. The fear of sexual assault came to define my personality and how I viewed myself as a woman and saw myself
in the world. I could not articulate this until the death of
Jyoti Singh. If someone like me from such a privileged background could feel such a sense of deprivation, I couldn’t
imagine what it would be like for a woman or girl who can’t
go to school or be employed because she might be raped. I
began looking at the fear and the grief that stem from the
threat of sexual assault and what it does to a community, the
soul of a woman, and the soul of a nation. This led me to
write Good Girls.
You interviewed over a hundred people to write this book.
How were you received by the community of Katra?
What I learned as a reporter, and from writing my first book,
Beautiful Thing: Inside the Secret World of Bombay’s Dance Bars,
is that you need to bring a genuine curiosity and a knowledge of history. Padma’s and Lalli’s deaths were complicated
by poverty, caste, politics, policies, and a distrust of the police. I tried to help the people of Katra understand that I
was there to listen and was there to listen to everybody—this
kind of honesty is important.
I would also argue that I didn’t win my interviewees’
trust. As a reporter, it isn’t always possible or necessary
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to win your subjects’ trust. It’s important to convey that
you respect them and wish to get to the bottom of what’s
happened.

How did the photo of the girls’ bodies become so widely disseminated on social media?
The photo of the girls hanging from the tree was taken by
a local reporter who posted it to his Facebook page, where
it then migrated to Twitter. In India, Twitter is used by elite
English-speaking, urban, middle- and upper-class people
whose primary interest is to complain about how chaotic,
backward, and poor India is. When the picture landed on
Twitter, the elite could use it to justify how violent and misogynistic India is. The news then picked up the story, which
caused politicians to notice it. But if Twitter had not played
a role, you and I wouldn’t be talking about this story, and the
girls’ deaths would have been forgotten.

young readers

After Padma and Lalli were found, women family members protested their violent ends by surrounding the
tree and refusing to let the authorities remove their
bodies. How was this form of protest effective in garnering attention to their deaths?
These were women who do not open their mouths in the
presence of men. They don’t sit on the same level of men.
They don’t eat before men. They’re not allowed to speak or
have an opinion on anything from the food they eat to the
clothes they wear. To see these women prevent the bodies
from being removed from the tree speaks to a courage that
is beyond anything I’ve seen.
If the women of the village had allowed Padma’s and Lalli’s bodies to be removed from the tree, the girls’ story would
be over. Nothing would have been done to investigate their
deaths. And it’s crucial that it was the women who stepped
up and guarded the girls’ bodies—if it had been the men,
the police would have used physical aggression and verbal
threats to get them out of their way. The police let the girls’
bodies stay where they were because of the bravery of the
women.

The investigation into the girls’ deaths was botched
from the beginning, and several witnesses changed
their stories. As an author, how did you discern what
was fact and what was fiction?
I needed to be extremely patient and could not hurry the
process. I didn’t put a limit on how much time I was willing to spend on this book. I lived in London and flew back
and forth several times. I spoke to everyone. I would drive
for four or five hours to meet with one cop. I did a lot of
repeated questioning and comparisons between witnesses’
stories. I conducted my own investigation instead of relying on information from the police or the Central Bureau
of Investigation.
Reporting in India is enormously difficult. Basic procedures are not followed, crime scenes are contaminated, records are destroyed, and witnesses turn up dead. No one can
be trusted, and telling the truth can compromise my safety.
What’s something you hope readers take away from
this book?
Good Girls is a story about children who were very much
loved. India has a terrible history with women and children,
of violence and infanticide. Indian parents are overindulgent toward sons but deprive and get rid of their baby girls.
Padma and Lalli were loved by their families and their communities, and after they died, the women family members
surrounded them to protect them. The book is a story about
the tragedy of their deaths, but it’s also a story about love.
Anjali Enjeti is the author of Southbound: Essays on Identity, Inheritance, and Social Change and a novel, The Parted
Earth. She lives near Atlanta. The Good Girls was reviewed in
the Jan. 1, 2021, issue.

Do you feel that the worldwide coverage of Padma’s
and Lalli’s deaths ultimately helped or hindered the
mystery surrounding how they died?
On the whole it helped, because Indians and Indian politicians are extremely sensitive to global opinions, particularly opinions of the West. When the story broke in the New
York Times and Washington Post, everyone wanted answers.
The media coverage embarrassed Indians, and that put pressure on politicians to seek justice.
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“Warm, generous, and inspirational: a book for everyone.”
better, not bitter

“mass incarceration has an afterlife…a supervised society.” The
formerly incarcerated are barred from participating in many
aspects of public life: They are forbidden to vote or hold public
office, and they can be denied housing rights, jobs, food stamps,
student loans, the right to adopt a child, and the ability to move
from one city or state to another. These legal exclusions are
close to Miller’s heart. As he writes, his father and brothers
were jailed, and it was only thanks to an accident of fate that
he became an academic and not a prisoner himself, given the
unequal application of the law and its tendency to land hardest on minority populations. “In a supervised society, the prison
and the jail and the law frays our closest ties,” writes the author
in a memorable passage. “It pulls our families apart. It did this
to…me, and it does this to millions of families.” Reminiscent of
Bryan Stevenson’s Just Mercy (2014), Miller’s well-argued book
delivers a scarifying account of law gone awry.
A powerful argument in favor of judicial reform—now.

THE HOLLY
Five Bullets, One Gun,
and the Struggle
To Save an American
Neighborhood

Rubinstein, Julian
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.)
$28.00 | May 11, 2021
978-0-374-16891-9

Journalist Rubinstein tells the haunting story of a former gang member who
tried to go straight and ran into a skein of political, philanthropic, and law enforcement interests.
When Ernestine Boyd, a grandchild of slaves, fled to Denver from the Jim Crow South, she became one of the first Black
residents of the Northeast Park Hill part of the city, which
included the Holly, a neighborhood that would earn a reputation as “the proud center of the city’s civil rights movement.”
Decades later, Boyd’s grandson Terrance Roberts left his own
mark on the Holly. He had found God and quit the Bloods while
in prison; after his release, he founded an anti-gang nonprofit
that led the mayor to name him “one of Denver’s 150 Unsung
Heroes.” Roberts’ standing in the city began to unravel when, at
a rally marking the opening of a Boys & Girls Club in the Holly,
he shot a member of the Bloods who had credibly threatened
him. In a multigenerational saga that builds toward a suspenseful courtroom drama centered on Roberts’ trial for assault and
attempted murder, Rubinstein—who grew up and still resides
in Denver—creates a historical palimpsest that sets its events
against the backdrop of broad social and political changes,
including the Crips’ and Bloods’ spread from Los Angeles to
Denver; the Clinton administration’s decision to treat street
gangs as “organized crime” groups; and the often clashing aims
of politicians, philanthropists, and Black leaders. The author
offers especially sharp and well-developed scrutiny of the use of
active gang members as confidential police informants, but this
important book is about more than dubious policing. A larger
14
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theme is how difficult it is for gang members to go straight
while their former partners in crime still have the power to
harm them, the problem a Denver activist chillingly summed
up in a Chinese proverb: “He who mounts the tiger can never
get off.”
A true-crime tale vividly portrays a Denver hidden by picturesque vistas of its snow-capped mountains.

BETTER, NOT BITTER
Living on Purpose in
the Pursuit of Racial
Justice

Salaam, Yusef
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.)
$28.00 | May 18, 2021
978-1-5387-0500-1

One of the wrongly accused and imprisoned Central Park Five recounts his experiences with an unjust system of justice.
Salaam was just 15 when he “was run over by the spiked
wheels of justice.” That collision came when he was accused,
along with four other teenagers, of raping a young woman in
New York’s Central Park and leaving her for dead. Tried as a
juvenile, he was sent into adult custody at Rikers Island, “a notoriously violent prison from which many men never returned,”
before being shifted in and out of other institutions. In 2002,
following a jailhouse confession by the actual attacker, the convictions were overturned. Inside the system, taking a cue from
Malcolm X, Salaam accepted the fact that “it’s often incumbent
upon the person to educate him- or herself while inside.” He
completed high school and earned an associate’s degree, building on his enrollment in the LaGuardia High School of Music
and Art when he was only 12. “They have created cages in order
to create animals so they’ll have an excuse to create more cages,”
writes the author. “But we all have the power to blossom behind
those bars.” Sadly, as he notes, whereas he had the support of
a loving and attentive mother, many other imprisoned people
have no social network. One of the Five, unable to find work
and adjust to life outside, returned to prison. Punctuating his
prose with memorable images (“Fear was playing Double Dutch
with my mind”), Salaam denounces a system of injustice built
on the backs of Black people, demonized as born criminals.
Remarkably, though Donald Trump himself made his first foray
into politics on the backs of the Five, the author mentions him
by name just once in a book rich in self-knowledge and compassion. “As the alchemist of your life,” he writes, “you have control over the choices you make on this journey….But no matter
what, you can be free.”
Warm, generous, and inspirational: a book for everyone.
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Elon Green
In Last Call, the journalist reconstructs the murders of a series of gay
men in 1990s New York
BY TOM BEER

How did you discover this story?
|

young readers

Natalie Sparaccio

The story begins in May 1991, when a maintenance
worker discovered several suspicious trash bags at a rest
stop in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. They turned out
to contain the disembodied remains of Peter Anderson,
the first of several gay victims of a serial killer who prowled
the gay bars of Manhattan. It would be nearly 15 years before a Staten Island nurse, Richard Rogers Jr., was tried
and convicted of two of the murders. The case, long since
forgotten and not widely covered in the mainstream press,
is painstakingly re-created in Elon Green’s Last Call: A True
Story of Love, Lust, and Murder in Queer New York (Celadon,
March 9). Green spoke with us by Zoom from his home
in Port Washington, New York; our conversation has been
edited for length and clarity.

When I signed with my agent, he was interested in my expanding on a story I’d written about a series of unsolved
murders [of gay men] in San Francisco in the mid-’70s
called the Doodler murders. I went out there and spent a
couple of weeks doing more research and didn’t get anywhere—the material simply was not there [for a full book].
But I couldn’t really shake the different threads of that story—a neglected community on a local and a national level,
a community being disproportionately picked off and destroyed, and the way that the media was covering it.
I thought I [could] find a similar case and [came across]
an old issue of the Advocate from, like, October 1994. The
cover story was about anti-gay violence, eight or nine pages,
and buried halfway through were three paragraphs about
this case. What really caught me were the descriptions [of
victims] Peter Anderson, Tom Mulcahy, and Anthony Marrero, and maybe Michael [Sakara] was mentioned—I was
really struck by the different stories. And my first thought
was, how do I not know this case?
I was a gay man living in Manhattan at the time, but I
didn’t remember these murders.
Just to give you a sense of how poorly remembered [the
case] is: I interviewed a lot of people, and a lot of [them]
were living in Manhattan at the time, in their 20s, 30s, 40s,
and gay. I met one person in three years, not connected to
the case, who knew about it. And he remembered it because it affected how he conducted his dating life. It made
him way more cautious, and that caution stuck with him
his entire life. And that was it.
The Townhouse Bar was one of a small handful of gay
bars where the killer met his victims. Could you describe it?
It was founded in 1989, which surprises everybody, including the people who went there, because it’s just so stuck
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in amber. In the early ’90s, as now, it was a very popular
with older men, successful professionals. At the time, it
was very popular with closeted gay men. It’s just below the
Upper East Side, and [longtime gay columnist] Michael
Musto pointed out to me that it’s basically a straight neighborhood—nobody is going to suspect a thing if you’re stepping into a bar on E. 58th Street. It was really a vibrant hustler scene. It wasn’t something they advertised, but it was
very much part of the dynamic.
This wasn’t a bar that was flying a rainbow flag in the
window.
Oh lord, no. Much like many of the bars in the early ’90s, it
fit a very specific clientele.
You devote a great deal of space to writing about the
victims, painting portraits of each of those men. Why
was that important?
One of the reasons that it was so attractive to write about
these guys is that they were all so different. Peter was HIVpositive, a banker from Philly who was in the National
Guard. Tom worked for an international computer company in Massachusetts; he was Catholic, he was married, and
he had kids. Anthony was a sex worker. Michael was the
only person who was really comfortable in his own skin;
he was an out gay man who worked at the New York Law
Journal and had been thrown out of the military for being
gay. It was an opportunity to write about this overlooked
generation of gay men, when they’re just on the cusp of being able to live the lives they want, but they can’t.
It’s a social history as much as it is a work of true
crime.
I never considered it true crime. The crime is just the
thread; it’s what I need to be able to write about these
guys and about the political backdrop and the nightlife. I
wanted people to understand the world they were moving
through.

By the end of your reporting, did you feel that you understood who the killer was?
That’s a really good question, and to some degree the answer is unknowable. I talked to a lot of people he went to
high school with, and college and grad school, and they all
had different things to say about him. I found a cardiac surgeon at Mount Sinai who talked about what a great nurse
he was. I asked, “Did he have a reputation for anything,
positive or negative?” And he said that people thought he
had a great sense of humor. For a while I tried to reconcile
it, because I had never heard anybody say that. And then I
realized I didn’t have to reconcile it, because whether we
know it or not, we are all different people, depending on
who we’re talking to, in all areas of our lives. Maybe you
can never really know somebody. And I personally never
had an interaction with him.
He’s now serving time at New Jersey State Prison. Did
you request an interview?
I sent him a few letters, and I made two requests directly with the Department of Corrections. Although I later
learned he did receive all the letters, he did not respond
to them. He rejected my requests to meet with him. I
wouldn’t have been able to meet with him for a long time—
it would have been 10 minutes or something. But he had
no interest. You know, he still denies committing the murders. So my questions probably would have had more to
do with his childhood and filling in some biographical gaps.
Because if you don’t admit to doing the murders, we don’t
have a lot to talk about.
Last Call was reviewed in the Dec. 15, 2020, issue.

You also devote a chapter to the NYC Anti-Violence Project, a grassroots activist group that got involved in the
case.
Here’s this activist group [that’s] taken it upon themselves
to get people to give a shit about the case. The story of
AVP was really the story of the criminal justice system and
how it treated queer New Yorkers. It allowed me to write
about the violence and indifference that were being faced
by people. I needed [readers] to understand the stakes and
why people were so angry about this not being solved. It
was part of a much, much larger series of decadeslong injustices. And AVP was created to finally say, “Enough.”
16
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THE CHICKENTOWN MYSTERY

The mysterious disappearance of
hens threatens Chickentown’s annual
Golden Feather competition.
Hens are treated like “beloved members of every family” in
Chickentown, where each year one hen is honored with the coveted Best Hen of the Year award. Several days before the competition, Mrs. Sillyfeather’s hen, Scarlett, vanishes, mysterious
footprints in her bedroom the only clue. Then the Fairbeak
hen, Gwendolyn, disappears, her wing chair raked by claws.
Next Rufina Cluckaday goes missing, clumps of reddish fur left
behind, followed the next night by Clarabelle Spatchcock after
a strange shadow appears in her bedroom. Chickentown’s “resident witch,” Miss Henrietta, devises a plan to trap the culprit.
After Miss Henrietta feeds her own hen, Lucinda, a luminous
magic star, the bird shines “with the glow of a thousand lights.”
Waiting until a fox shockingly appears and absconds with brave
Lucinda, Miss Henrietta follows the trail of light her hen emits.
Miss Henrietta finds the four missing hens unharmed—but no
fox in sight. While the text neglects to explain what has really
happened, a close study of the clue-laden illustrations reveals
the strange, unexpected answer to the Chickentown mystery.
Rendered in precise outlines, fascinating patterns, and explosive color washes, the detailed, eccentric illustrations definitely
are worth discerning examination. Not only do they offer clues
to the cunning culprit’s identity and motive, but they also
delight with sly humor, memorable hens, and a fabulous witch
(who presents White and has a head of bushy red hair).
From Spain via Québec, an amusing, intriguing, enticing
visual whodunit. (Picture book. 3-7)

FIREKEEPER’S DAUGHTER

Boulley, Angeline
Henry Holt (496 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-250-76656-4

young readers

Arrayás, Albert
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Laforest, Carine
CrackBoom! Books (48 pp.)
$17.95 | May 4, 2021
978-2-89802-274-6

Testing the strength of family bonds
is never easy—and lies make it even
harder.
Daunis is trying to balance her two
communities: The Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan, teen is constantly adapting,
whether she is with her Anishinaabe father’s side of the family,
the Firekeepers, or the Fontaines, her White mother’s wealthy
relatives. She has grand plans for her future, as she wants to
become a doctor, but has decided to defer her plans to go away
for college because her maternal grandmother is recovering
from a stroke. Daunis spends her free time playing hockey with
her Firekeeper half brother, Levi, but tragedy strikes, and she
discovers someone is selling a dangerous new form of meth—
and the bodies are piling up. While trying to figure out who
is behind this, Daunis pulls away from her family, covering up
where she has been and what she has been doing. While dealing with tough topics like rape, drugs, racism, and death, this
book balances the darkness with Ojibwe cultural texture and
well-crafted characters. Daunis is a three-dimensional, realistically imperfect girl trying her best to handle everything happening around her. The first-person narration reveals her internal
monologue, allowing readers to learn what’s going on in her
head as she encounters anti-Indian bias and deals with grief.
A suspenseful tale filled with Ojibwe knowledge, hockey,
and the politics of status. (Thriller. 14-18)

MR. BEAGLE AND THE
GEORGESTOWN MYSTERY

Doody, Lori
Illus. by the author
Running the Goat (40 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-927917-42-8
Series: Mr. Beagle, 2

In this sequel to Mr. Beagle Goes to
Rabbittown (2021), Mr. Beagle tackles a mystery in a nearby
neighborhood.
Visiting his cousin Georgie in Georgestown, Mr. Beagle
learns a cat burglar has been breaking into houses all over the
neighborhood, stealing storybooks and causing everyone to feel
|
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sad, especially at bedtime. Searching for the mysterious thief,
Mr. Beagle notices cats working on ladders engaged in home
renovation, painting window frames, and repairing a utility pole.
However, Mr. Beagle’s nose tells him these “promising suspects”
may not be the culprit. Then one night, the thief breaks into
Georgie’s home and, surprisingly, is revealed to be a chagrined
fox named Georgia who’s been “borrowing” storybooks all over
the neighborhood without asking permission because she loves
reading so much. Realizing he should never have assumed the
thief was a cat, Mr. Beagle has an idea that may just remedy
Georgia’s lack of books plus bring the community together. The
understated text tells the story, but the amusing, droll illustrations provide the clues critical to solving the mystery. Drawn
with slender black outlines, Doody’s tidy, detailed illustrations
once again reduce buildings, animal characters, and objects to
flat, intensely colored, simple shapes inviting close inspection.
An appealing subtext stresses the importance of books and
libraries to communities.
Mr. Beagle learns to never judge a book by its cover in his
latest engaging mystery. (Early reader. 4-8)

THE SOCCER MYSTERY

Gumpaw, Felix
Illus. by Glass House Graphics
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (144 pp.)
$17.99 | $9.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5344-7870-1
978-1-5344-7869-5 paper
Series: Pup Detectives, 3
Pawston Elementary’s dog detectives
return for the case of a sabotaged soccer
match.
With the Pawston Dynamos facing off against the Catskills
Cougars in the soccer championship, Ziggy and Rora argue who
will be named MVP. Ziggy backs Pawston’s own David Geckom
while Rora predicts it will be Cougar Lion L. Messy. Rider,
not a soccer fan, watches their fanaticism with bemusement.
Readers who don’t follow international soccer will relate to his
obliviousness, and they don’t need the references to enjoy the
lizard and feline character designs. Before the game, mysterious
acts of sabotage threaten it—starting when a giant soccer-ball
monster abducts Pawston’s beloved mascot, Dynamo Dog! The
pup detectives search for clues and suspects while the saboteur tries to stay a step ahead. There’s also a supernatural red
herring played for laughs. In the climax, the soccer-ball monster returns, and the pups fight it, accidentally disrupting the
unlikely true culprit, who delivers a deliciously villainous monologue (complete with flashbacks) to explain motives and methods. Although the heroes end up stumbling onto their answer
(leaning heavily on deus ex machina inventions), the fast pace,
expressively funny illustrations, and action sequences—both
soccer and fighting—will keep readers moving from joke to joke.
Even readers who aren’t sports fans will get a kick out of it.
(Graphic mystery. 5-9)
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OPHIE’S GHOSTS

Ireland, Justina
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-06-291589-4
A 12-year-old Black girl in 1920s
Georgia learns she has the ability to commune with ghosts—and goes on to help
solve a mysterious death.
Ophelia “Ophie” Harrison was startled awake by her father’s urgently telling her to grab their emergency money, wake her mother, and
escape to the woods—just before White men came and burned
their house to the ground. The next morning, she found out
those same men had already murdered her father; what she
had seen was his ghost. Her mother, dealing with her own grief
and their new reality, is not ready to hear of Ophie’s talent, so
after they move north to live with Aunt Rose and her family in
Pittsburgh, Ophie is forced to keep quiet about it. She longs
to attend school but starts working with her mother at Daffodil Manor, home to one of the city’s wealthiest families, so that
they can save up for their own place. She soon discovers that
ghosts fill the manor; one in particular, Clara, helps her satisfy
the demands of the curmudgeonly old White lady who is their
employer. In return, Ophie is determined to find out how Clara
died. Once again, Ireland weaves together the fantastical with
historical realities that Black Americans have faced. Ophie’s
optimistic personality and the intrigue-filled story will keep
pages turning all the way to the satisfying conclusion.
An enthralling journey interwoven with historical realities.
(Paranormal mystery. 8-12)

DEADMAN’S CASTLE

Lawrence, Iain
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House
(256 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4655-1
The Lizard Man is after his family—
or so a tween believes.
By the time Igor, his unlikely chosen
name, has reached his 12th birthday, he
wants it all to end. He and his parents
and little sister have been on the run from the person he’s
dubbed the Lizard Man, after his distinctive tattoo. When
he was 5, his father reported a crime, after which they hurriedly left town; now they move frequently and keep to themselves while Dad reports to the Protectors. In their current
town, Igor finally convinces his father to let him attend school,
where he makes friends and plays sports and computer games
for the first time. Goth Zoe favors black clothing and makeup.
Angelo becomes his constant companion, even inviting him
for a sleepover. In the company of his new friends and sometimes on his own, Igor begins to explore their town (against
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“Marvelously clever and cool.”
the curse of the crystal cavern

YOU’RE SO DEAD
Parsons, Ash
Philomel (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-593-20512-9

A fake festival puts social media
influencers in very real danger.
Billed as a “luxury music and art festival,” the Pyre Festival (clearly a nod
to the real-life Fyre Festival) promises
three days and two nights of unforgettable fun. This is why Alabama high school senior Plum Winter
steals her influencer sister Peach’s invitation. Plum convinces
Sofia Torres and Marlowe Blake, her two best friends, to tag
along. Instead of a posh retreat packed with celebrities, though,
the trio lands among a small group of lower-tier influencers
on the Caribbean island of Little Esau only to find there is
no water, no Wi-Fi, and only franks and beans for sustenance.
What initially seems like just poor event planning turns into
deliberate mockery as the festivalgoers realize they’re being
played. The joke, however, is deadly: Someone in the group is
killing the others off one by one. But who? Parsons effectively
mixes social media commentary and thrilling murder mystery
with a dash of ridiculous humor. Plenty of red herrings help
conceal the killer’s identity and keep readers guessing. Marlowe’s deep knowledge of old murder-mystery movies exposes
some of the killer’s inspirations. Though much of the plot is
focused on solving the mystery and staying alive, romantic
tension between Plum (who is bisexual) and Marlowe adds
some cuteness to the terror. Most characters are White; Sofia
is White and Puerto Rican.
A #trendy and #entertaining whodunit. (Thriller. 14-18)
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THE CURSE OF THE
CRYSTAL CAVERN

Sedita, Francesco & Seraydarian, Prescott
Illus. by Hamaker, Steve
Viking (176 pp.)
$18.99 | $12.99 paper | Jul. 13, 2021
978-0-425-29189-4
978-0-425-29190-0 paper
Series: Pathfinders Society, 2

young readers

his father’s firm directives), feeling a strange sense of familiarity with the streets and buildings. It is in Deadman’s Castle,
an odd building filled with underground rooms and passages,
that Igor, his friends, and the Lizard Man come together in
a life-threatening encounter. Friendship difficulties provide a
contrast and an anchor to the terrifying threat, and the various
plot elements are deftly tied together in a fitting twist that
will have readers quickly turning the pages. Main characters
are cued as White.
Filled with suspense and intrigue. (Mystery. 9-12)

“Plus Ultra!” The young Pathfinders—
Kyle, Beth, Vic, Harry, and Nate—push
forward to unravel the mysteries of Windrose Valley and its
enigmatic protector, Henry Merriweather.
The adventure resumes where it left off at the end of series
opener The Mystery of the Moon Tower (2020). Having uncovered
a secret staircase in a forbidding cave, the Pathfinders descend
into an immense crystal cavern and follow the pawprints of
Merriweather’s faithful pup, Asher. With the treasures they’ve
discovered in hand, including Merriweather’s journal, the five
explorers navigate an underground trail network in search of
Windrose’s mythic treasure. Danger lurks in every nook: towering, threatening waves, weird weather, onerous puffs of noxious
air, and a fearsome creature known as Creeper. As the Pathfinders solve Merriweather’s riddles and scour the local historical
society’s archives for more clues, they unearth a sinister plot to
exploit Windrose’s minerals (and perhaps more). Like its predecessor, Sedita and Seraydarian’s plot packs a ton of humor, mystery, and action to enthrall fans of fantastical fun adventures. A
diverse set of characters—new and old—as well as a commitment to the series’ weirdness, magical forays into time warps,
and an appreciation for historical curiosities continue to make
this tale a worthwhile endeavor. Hamaker’s artwork, meanwhile,
offers just the right amount of zany energy in its paneling and
its eye-catching use of colors and secondary details. A fabulous
cliffhanger ending will leave readers wanting more.
Marvelously clever and cool. (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)
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BEHIND THE BOOK

Enola Holmes And The Black Barouche
Nancy Springer on Sherlock Holmes’ younger sister, protagonist of her
new YA mystery—and a Netflix series
BY DANEET STEFFENS
Jaime F. Pinto

When Enola Holmes began streaming on Netflix in 2020, it galvanized newfound interest in
the source material. The Case of the Missing Mar
quess was the first in a series of mysteries penned
by veteran author Nancy Springer between 2006
and 2010. A powerful recasting of Arthur Conan
Doyle’s Holmes-ian world, the series (originally
published as middle-grade books) features Sherlock and Mycroft’s much younger sister—deftly
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raised by her feminist mother—as she grows into
a code-breaking, puzzle-solving investigator given
to besting her better-known brother. “The movie
casts her as a detective,” notes Springer when we
chat via Zoom, “but I always call her a perditorian, a finder of lost things. She sees herself more as
a saver of souls and the finder of the lost, but of
course she does have a lot of puzzle-solving to do
along the way.”
Produced in part by siblings Paige and Millie
Bobby Brown—after Paige fell for the books and
brought them to her actor sister’s attention—the
lively adaptation features the extremely well-suited (both in terms of roles and costumes) Millie
Bobby Brown, Henry Cavill, and Helena Bonham
Carter and landed in the top 15 straight-to-video
streaming movies in the U.S. last year. In May, Netflix announced a sequel.
But first, Enola returns in a YA novel, Enola
Holmes and the Black Barouche (Wednesday Books,
Aug. 31), with all her charm, smarts, humor, and love
of fashion in full flow. That last element, Springer
explains, started out as a tendency toward disguises: “When I first started to write the series, my directive was to make it dark—deepest, darkest London in the time of Jack the Ripper. But after a while,
Enola started to take over more, and she wanted to
dress up. Where she gets her fashion sense I have no
idea, because I personally have none.”
The seventh Enola Holmes mystery—written,
says Springer, in 2012 but not finding a publisher at
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With more than 50 books of fantasy, science
fiction, and mystery under her belt, Springer says
that discovering “the unexpected connection,
something that you totally wouldn’t associate with
something else on the face of it, but that solves a
strange problem,” is what makes mystery writing fun. “I like the playfulness in writing an Enola Holmes story. I struggle with plot, but when it
does come together, it’s great.”
As for the pleasing synergy of real-life sisters empowering themselves to pursue their own creative
project based on her books, Springer says that’s
the icing on the cake. “For me that’s absolutely the
best thing, because most of my adult life I’ve written as a youth advocate,” she says. “I’ve written for
women and for young people. And now a couple of
young people made my books into a movie, and the
movie has brought renewed life to my books. It’s a
full circle, and it’s wonderful.”

young readers

the time—begins when she receives a letter from Dr.
Watson begging for help with a depressed Sherlock.
It’s during Enola’s visit to her brother that one Miss
Letitia Glover calls at Baker Street: Letitia has been
informed that her twin sister has died, but she suspects a lie. As the investigation into one of the bleaker realities of women’s lives in Victorian England develops, Enola and Letitia become friends. Holmes
and Watson lend a hand, as does Enola’s original
partner in crime, Viscount Tewkesbury, Marquess of
Basilwether, fondly known as Tewky, but it is clear
from the get-go that Enola is this team’s leader.
“Throughout my life,” says Springer, “if something bothered me or went wrong, I would write a
book and fix it. As a child I read and adored Sherlock Holmes, but he didn’t really—except for [the
character of] Irene Adler—respect women very
much. Women were meant to be saved; they were
there to be rescued and protected. I wrote in the
world of Robin Hood and gave him a daughter [in
Rowan Hood: Outlaw Girl of Sherwood Forest]. With
Holmes, I simply could not conceive of that, so I
gave him a kid sister: I was a kid sister with two
much older brothers. I know how a kid sister handles these things, and I felt that Sherlock deserved
to have one and that she could bring him down a
peg or two.” But, Springer points out, the similarity between herself and Enola has its limits: “As
a child, I was quite shy and rather timid. Enola
makes up for that.”
While ongoing research is the key to bringing
Enola to life—Springer hoists an enormous scrapbook of clippings into view and details the life of
leech-catchers as one example—other aspects of
the writing come more easily. “My father was born
in 1906, and my mother was born in 1909, and if
they were not Victorian exactly they were pretty
close,” Springer explains. “A lot of the vocabulary
in Enola Holmes is the vocabulary I heard from my
parents: They used these strange expressions like
needs must and shank’s mare. All that Victorian dialect, I was raised with it.”

Daneet Steffens covers books and their authors; follow
her on Twitter @daneetsteffens. Enola Holmes and the
Black Barouche was reviewed in the July 1, 2021, issue.
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O n Th e Cr i m e B e at
Check out Kirkus’ podcast and video interviews with more crime writers

Sam Sauter Photography

Listen up, die-hard crime fiction fans: You won’t want to miss the special Aug. 31 episode
of our Fully Booked podcast—the Crime Episode—featuring master of mayhem S.A. Cosby.
Hailing from Gloucester, Virginia, Cosby is the bestselling author of Blacktop Wasteland, a
New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice book and Goodreads Choice Awards semifinalist,
as well as Brotherhood of the Blade, and My Darkest Prayer; he’s also the winner of the 2019
Anthony Award for best short story (“The Grass Beneath My Feet”). Join us for a spirited discussion of his latest novel, Razorblade Tears (Flatiron Books, July 6), “a lean, mean crime story
about two bereaved fathers getting their hands bloody” (Kirkus, starred
review). As our reviewer notes: “Coming from the right author, genre
fiction has a rare capacity to touch on any number of big ideas: love,
death, hatred, violence, freedom, bondage, and redemption, to name
just a few. Cosby’s latest fits the bill. Fast on its feet, by turns lethal and S.A.Cosby
tender, the story takes place in small-town Virginia, though it could be
the backwoods of a great many places.”
Cosby and host Megan Labrise will plumb the depths of his writing process, talk about what
it takes to plot stories that shock at every turn, explore the professions and hobbies that inform
his fiction, and much more. You’ll find the episode—and our extensive Fully Booked archive—on
Apple Podcasts and Spotify or at kirkusreviews.com/podcast.—Megan Labrise

Rubidium Wu

To further augment our Crime Supplement, we spoke with Miranda BeverlyWhittemore, bestselling author of The Effects of Light, Set Me Free, Bittersweet, and
June. Her latest, Fierce Little Thing (Flatiron, July 27), tells the story of a communeturned-cult and the secrets of Saskia and her friends, who dispersed as teenagers
after committing a mysterious crime for Abraham, the cult’s leader. Decades later,
they confront their trauma after they each receive a series of threatening letters from
an unknown source. From the Kirkus-starred review: “As the tightly structured chapters toggle between Saskia’s past and present, Beverly-Whittemore deftly ratchets
up the tension by slowly, almost imperceptibly revealing the Miranda Beverly-Whittemore
psychological troubles haunting not only Saskia, but also
Abraham.…A compelling study of power, sociopathy, and the possibilities of survival.”
In our video interview, Beverly-Whittemore discusses her husband’s childhood in a New York
City commune, her fascination with the idea that a young girl can do no harm, and the “weather”
systems that adults so often represent for children, acting as ambient forces for both good and bad.
See Beverly-Whittemore—and our full archive of video interviews—at kirkusreviews.com/newsand-features/content-type/video-interviews.—Johanna Zwirner
Editor at large Megan Labrise is the host of the Fully Booked podcast. Johanna Zwirner is the
editorial assistant.
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Laurie Muchnick

The Crime Isn’t Always the Point
Sam Sauter Photography

There are many reasons to read a mystery, and finding out who committed the crime is
only one of them. For me, the greatest pleasure—especially in a series—lies in spending time
with a detective I like and exploring a setting that grows deeper with every book. I read
Donna Leon to walk through Venice with Commissario Guido Brunetti, learning the local
customs for drinking coffee and leaving a tip at the bar. Laura Lippman’s Tess Monaghan
books make me feel like a beat reporter in Baltimore, while Louise Penny’s Chief Inspector
Gamache novels let me imagine I’m drinking a hot chocolate in front of a roaring fire in the
Ontario town of Three Pines, which is so small it doesn’t appear on any maps.
Charlotte Carter
In Rhode Island Red (July 27), Coq au Vin, (Aug. 31), and Drumsticks (Sept. 28), originally published from 1997 to 2000 and now repackaged by Vintage, Charlotte
Carter created a singular heroine and a vivid setting. Jazz musician Nanette Hayes lives in New York
as it’s poised between the gritty past and sanitized future, with a newly rehabbed Times Square and
a Grand Central Terminal that’s just been “face-lifted within an inch of its life.” Meanwhile, Nan,
who’s Black, makes a (meager) living playing the sax on street corners while her best friend, Aubrey,
dances at a strip club in Chelsea.
The books were set in the present when Carter wrote them, but their noir tone must have made
them feel like historical novels even then, and they explore corners of New York that are off the
tourist path. Nanette says she lives “in a fairly low-rent, nondescript walk-up at the edge of Gramercy
Park, where that neighborhood starts to bleed into the Methadone-rich valley of drug treatment
facilities…at First Avenue.” Another character lives in a tenement perched over the entrance to the
Lincoln Tunnel. Everybody reads the Village Voice, and once Nan and her boyfriend even “fucked on
top of a Nat Hentoff essay.”
Reading a mystery set just a few years before everyone got a cellphone is a trip: The world is
familiar but so different. Nan can still buy cassette tapes from street vendors in Greenwich Village,
and she avoids her mother by turning off her answering machine. She even goes to the New York
Public Library—also newly spiffed up—to look through old newspapers on microfilm, trying to
find information about a man who seduced her and soon disappeared and who might be connected
to a murder she’s investigating.
Oh, right, a murder.
As I said, crime-solving isn’t the only reason to read a mystery, and it’s definitely not the main draw
of Carter’s books. In Rhode Island Red, Nan takes a fellow street musician home one night just to give
him a place to stay, and when she wakes up the next morning…he doesn’t wake up, because he’s dead. It
turns out he was an undercover cop, and he left $70,000 wadded up in her saxophone. Anyone would
want to figure out what happened to him, right? The mystery involves a blind woman named Inge, a
trumpeter known as Wild Bill, and an enigmatic phrase that seems to be getting people killed: “Rhode Island Red.”
The second book in the series, Coq au Vin, takes Nan to her beloved Paris—she studied French literature in grad school
and translates Baudelaire in her spare time—where she’s looking for her Aunt Vivian, who seems to be in some kind of
trouble. Drumsticks takes her back to New York, where she’s drinking heavily after the losses she’s experienced in the first
two books, until a voodoo doll changes her luck—but then the dollmaker’s luck runs out. Nan’s crime-solving keeps the plots
moving, but it’s her hard-boiled voice that draws you in and the pleasure of her company that keeps you reading.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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